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Building School Readiness with Data(Statistics)



Collecting and Representing Data

• Diagrams
Sorting activities 
are simple methods 
for students in the early 
childhood to work 
with data

• Tables
Rows and columns 
are the first examples 
of data representations

• Graphs
More organized 
representation that follows 
certain rules

http://elipalteco.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/hands-on-
math-activities-for-preschoolers-img_7430-787-transportation-
pre-k-lesson-plans.jpg



Young children need experiences 
with sorting and comparing 
before they anaylse any 
representation of data information.



Sorting is a natural activity for young students.
It is not necessary to give many directions for the young 
students to begin sorting. 

Materials from home Classroom materials

http://www.science-sparks.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/materials.jpg



Children must make connections:
 figure out what is the same or different

 figure out how one thing relates to another 

 find unusual connections- inhibiting an 
automatic response, reflecting and by selecting 
something that is connected in a different way.

Sorting



DO THE D’S

• Decide the attribute for your sort.
• Do the sort.
• Describe your sort.

Activity for your children: concrete or pictorial resources in your environment



Sorting in our learning environments



Common sorting resources. Also use your collections of various 
items- junk box.



Clowning Around

A book about collecting and representing data









Sorting experiences- promote reasoning
pictures of people

wearing glasses     not wearing glasses

own sorting rule
determine someone else’s sorting rule



http://cmmccullough.wixsite.com/digitalboxzoo/pet-vs-wild

https://d4iqe7beda780.cloudfront.net/resources/static/main/image/ec84.jpg

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/9PFvimG7hxY/T1UVVNADc7I/AAAAAAAACnE/SfRbDQLGB
Ew/s1600/Sorting+Animals.jpg

Higher level activity. Encourages 
learning of new information.



Collecting and Representing Data: Sorts

• Focus on same/different or more than two 
categories of characteristics

• Use physical or pictorial materials
• Encourage children to decide the sort, do the sort 

and describe the sort—the three d’s of sorting

Leads to higher level data representation
* Venn/Carroll/Tree diagrams are a higher level 
of sorting



https://i.pinimg.com/564x/6d/fd/22/6dfd22
2d3f62b01a7e21bf3ccbfaebd7.jpg

Use a Venn diagram 
to show a sort.

What do you see here? 

Name some of 
the animals and 
describe the groups.

What labels are 
required? 



Can fly Cannot fly

Is a bird

Is not a bird

Pigeon, chicken, 
parrot, duck, 

penguin, 
ostrich, emu

Butterfly, bee, 
mosquito, wasp, 

Pig, buffalo, 
dog, cat,  

Name three animals 
that fit each category.

A challenge for your afternoon. Think about this data representation. 



Cards are easy to make with interesting stickers   
such as- stars, animals and cars. These are sorting by number.



Comparing learning experiences:

It is important that you talk about two data representations of 
information so you encourage the language with ‘er’ words.

The children selecting red have more children than those who 
selected blue. 
There is a greater number of yellow than orange.

Common language to use is:
more 
less
fewer
greater



Think about comparing two data information 
before you talk about the most or greatest 
number reviewing all the information.

Early Childhood teachers tend to talk about the 
most or greatest and this does not allow 
children to have the language for comparing 
two sets of data.

Important supports for early childhood teachers: 



Yes/No questions 

• Good for young students

• Easy to use
Do you like to 
play in the rain?

Yes/No questions 
involve collecting 
and representing.

Collecting and Representing Data (Early Childhood)



There are other ways to represent yes/no graphs
Children need opportunities 
to count. Make connections!

Owen, C., Da Gama Pinto, A., & Pelz, D. (2004). Graphs & Glyphs. 



Object Graphs using Real-life Materials
With young students it is valuable to use 
them as the data. For example, how 
many brothers and sisters do you have?
Stand here if you have no brothers or 
sisters; stand here if you have one…



Transition from Real Objects to Blocks



Make smiley faces to help 
make a data display. 
Children can make their 
own smiley face

Glue eyes on a bottle top 
and draw the other face 
features.



• What does the graph 
tell you?

• This is a literal reading 
of the facts shown in 
the display.

• This includes the title 
and all labels.

• There is no interpretation 
at this stage. 

Cat Dog    Fish     Bird

Reading the Data Favorite animal



Best resource for Data for your early childhood environment: 

clip boards, markers and blank paper

Children can initiate their own questions. Then ask 
others in the group. Let them record their results 
any way they wish.

What is your favourite colour? 
Do you have a pet at home?



Pattern block picture

Graph your picture blocks
• Draw and label the axis for a 

graph of the blocks you used
• Place your blocks on the graph 

https://www.pinter
est.com/pin/50123
6633521159232/

https://www.pinte
rest.com/11.jpg



My Pattern Block Graph

red orange green yellow blue



My Pattern Block Graph



• Data is represented 
by individual 
squares that form 
a vertical bar 

• The height of the 
bar is becoming the 
data focus

• There is no need for 
a scale on the y-
axis, but it could be 
introduced here

red     orange   green     yellow     blue

1

2

3

4

5

My Pattern Block Graph



The Flower Pot Hen

A book about representing data













Collecting and Representing Data
Closed questions
What color is your apple?
Which of these animals do you like 
the best? 
• Represents each item of data once as 

a category
• May or may not have headings
• Check mark and later tallies can be used

Cat 

Dog 

Bird 

Fish 

We could also 
draw tally marks.

https://playtolearnpreschool.us/wp-content/
uploads/2014/09/IMG_3856-625x1024.jpg



Collecting Data
Open questions 
What fruit did you eat 
yesterday?
What is your favourite 
animal?

• Represents each item of 
data as it is collected

• The data still needs to be 
summarized

• May have too great 
a range to be useful

cat cat 
dog dog 
bird dog 
cat cat 
dog dog 
bird fish 

http://krabi-magazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/fruit_bg.jpg



Reading the Data: 
Tables as a Summary of Data
• Categories are listed along 

with totals
• Categories form headings 
• What does this table tell you?

Type of 
pet

Number 
of pets

Cat 4

Dog 5

Bird 2

Fish 1



Block Graphs

Connecting cubes can 
be stacked against or 
attached to the board. 

What questions could 
you ask for 

comparison of data?



Block Graphs: Leads to Bar Graphs



This two dimensional 
sorting (commercially 
called Concepts Diagram)

Is appropriate for 7 year 
old children. It is 
challenging because the 
child’s brain needs to 
consider two attributes 
for each selection.



Continuous Data (Measurement)
Think about the language being 

developed for each learning experience

Owen, C., Da Gama Pinto, A., & Pelz, D. (2004). Graphs & Glyphs. 



Continuous Data (Measurement)

How long are your feet?

Don’t let me hear “est” words 
before “er” words!  



Continuous Data (Measurement)

How long are your feet? These feet are all long. How could you 
describe each length?  



Numerical Data – Line Plots

Number of teeth

0                    1                   2                   3                  4                    5                   6  

How Many Teeth Have You Lost? 



How do I know if 
my children are 
school ready?





Summary

Data analysis involves stages of development. 
The stages for early childhood are:
• collecting data,
• representing data,
• reading the data.

The first (non-graphical) data representations:
• Diagrams to show sorting activities 

(yes/no and  Venn or Carroll diagrams) 
• Tables (rows, columns, labels and headings)



Reflection
• How does language of mathematics especially sorting and comparing 

support childrens’ thinking and learning about data information?

• Do you know the mathematical data/statistics words to model?

• How does play initiative, table activities and teacher guided activities 
boost mathematical ideas for data collection?



Enjoy reading books that emphasize mathematical concepts as 
well as commercial children’s literature that is of interest to the 
children. 

Remember to model the correct mathematical language as you 
interact with the children during their learning experiences.

Mathematics is ever evolving and is what makes things in the 
world work. Help children to keep their motivation for learning 
about mathematics in the early childhood years.

All the best to you in your early childhood teaching career, 
Rosemary and Peter
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